VII. Hungarian Long Range Shooting „Klapka-Tactical” Cup
Competition date and location
22-23.08.2019 „Szomód” Military Shooting Range, near Tata
Objectives of the competition
The main objectives of the competition are to promote long-distance rifle shooting, to share
experience and to integrate the military and sport shooting communities. The competition aims at
increasing officers' and soldiers' competence as well as at promoting long-distance shooting among
civilians. During the competition the best shooter and the best shooting team will be determined.
Competition organizer
The event is organized by the 25th Klapka György Infantry Brigade and the „Klapka
Shooting Team,Tata Military Sport Club”.

Program
08.22.2019 Thursday
Registration : 07.00 - 11.30
Zeroing: (100 meters) 08.00 - 11.00
Opening ceremony by the Commander of 25th Klapka György Infantry Brigade: 11.30-12.00
Competition: 12.00 – 19.00. (1-5 stages)
Dinner: 19.00 – 20.00
Night competition: 20.30 – 22.00(2 stages)
08.23.2019 Friday
Breakfast: 07.00 – 08.00
Competition: 09.00 – 16.00. Steel Challenge
Decoration ceremony: 19.00

Participation costs
Participants arrive at their own expense.
Participation fee – 70 Eur (includes 25% VAT) per competitor, with the exception of Hungarian
military units.Every 2nd division costs plus10 euro.
Registration deadline: 15.07.2019, number of participants are LIMITED(50 persons)
Participation fee should be payed with money transfer.
The participation fee includes a lunches on both day.

Categories:
1. Category : Szép rifle with own ammo (only for HUN soldiers)
2. Category: Military - Soldiers,ex-soldiers, retired soldiers from HUN army or from other
units.
Caliber: .308, .300 WM, 6.5x47, 6.5x55, 6.5 creedmoor,
3. Category: Standard: 7.62 x 51 (.308), 6.5x55, 6.5x47, .243, 6.5 Creedmoor and all the
standard calibers.
4. Category: Magnum: 300 Win.Mag, 338 Lapua Magnum, 300 Norma Magnum, and all the
magnum calibers.
5. Category: Super Magnum: .408, .416, .50. and all the super magnum calibers.
Ammunition: It is absolutely forbidden to use tracers, armour piercing and incendiary bullets,
and any other bullets which are forbidden in sport shooting.
6. Category: Team

1.Day
Procedure for „0” stage(zeroing):
Distance: between 100-700 m.
Target: paper, steel
Number of shots: many what you want
Time: from registration till 10.00.

10.00 Opening ceremony by the Commander of 25. Klapka
György Infantry Brigade
Procedure for first stage:
Target: 1 paper with 1-10 scores.
Distance: between 450 - 600 m .
Position: freestyle .
Shooting time limit: 10 min .
Number of shots: 10
Scoring: points
Penalties: if someone shots an other target, this stage is ZERO, and -10 points.
Procedure for second stage:
Target: 1 paper with 1-10 scores.
Distance: between 600 - 750 m .
Position: freestyle .
Shooting time limit: 10 min .
Number of shots: 10
Scoring: points

Penalties: if someone shots an other target, this stage is ZERO, and -10 points.

Procedure for third stage:
Target: 1 paper with 1-10 scores.
Distance: between 800 - 1000 m .
Position: freestyle .
Shooting time limit: 10 min .
Number of shots: 10
Scoring: points
Penalties: if someone shots an other target, this stage is ZERO, and -10 points.
Procedure for fourth stage:
Target: 1 paper with 1-10 scores.
Distance: between 500 - 850 m .
Position: freestyle .
Shooting time limit: 10 min .
Number of shots: 10
Scoring: points
Penalties: if someone shots an other target, this stage is ZERO, and -10 points.
Procedure for fifth stage:
Target: 1 paper with 1-10 scores.
Distance: unknown .
Position: freestyle .
Shooting time limit: 10 min .
Number of shots: 5
Scoring: points
Penalties: if someone shots an other target, this stage is ZERO, and -10 points.

Procedure for Night stage:
Night stage 1.
Target: 1 papers with 1-10 scores.
Distance: between 450 - 600 m .
Position: freestyle .
Shooting time limit: 20 sec .
Number of shots: 5.
Scoring: 1 worst points are estimated.
Description:the target is blinking illuminated. Every shooter must shoot after the sign of whistle. If
somebody shoot before the whistle, he/she will be DQ-d.
Penalties: if someone shots an other target, this stage is ZERO, and -10 points.

2.Day

Steel Challenge
Targets: 5 steel targets
Distance: between 450-700 m
Position: Freestyle
Shooting time: speedtimer
Number of shots: min 15
Scoring: according the rules of steel challenge
Description: 3 strings, the red target is the finishing target. The worst string will be cancelled from
the challenge

The steel challenge will be prized separately!
Awards:
Places 1-3: cups, prizes.
Places 1-3 diplomas.

Shooting procedures
• After an oral signal the competitors take their positions and prepare for shooting.
• On the „LOAD” command the competitors load and insert magazines into their weapons.
• On the „START” command the competitors start shooting, according to the procedure outlined
above.
• On the „STOP – UNLOAD” command the competitors unload their weapons and allow the
referee to check the rifle.
• Each shot before the „START” signal or after the „STOP” signal will result in DQ
(disqualification).
1. The competitor shoots at one target only, following the procedure appropriate for the first, the
second or the third string, using always the same weapon that was previously declared. The shooter
can compete in other division.
2. The organiser allows a situation in which two or more competitors are using the same rifle for
Military or Police shooters.
3. The rifle may be supported by backpacks or front support – bipod. It is allowed to use rear
support, both original equipment and one attached by the competitor – e.g. monopod, used in order
to enhance the stability of the rifle. To use a standing plates under the bipod is allowed.
The front and rear support of the rifle may be connected only by means of the stock.
4. On the firing position the competitor may have only the number of rounds specified for one
string. Bringing any additional ammunition to the firing position will result in disqualification.
5. Malfunction of the rifle or ammunition is the competitor's concern.
6. The weapon is brought onto the firing position without a weapon bag or case, without bolt. If
the competitor wishes to use it as support for the rifle, it will be subject to weighing together with
the rest of the equipment.
7. Leaving the firing position with the weapon is allowed only after unloading the rifle, subjecting
it to the referee's checking procedure.

8. Any check-ups and repairs can be performed only in the designated safety area.
9. It is forbidden to bring live, blank or dummy ammunition to the safety area. Not adhering to this
rule will result in disqualification.
11. Moving around the shooting range with a rifle is allowed without a weapon bag or case,without
bolt.
12. Every competitor can use a spotter with spotting scope.
Contact person: Tibor Debreceni
Cell phone: +36302178190
email: klapkashootingcup@gmail.com

Fill the attached Registration form, and send it back to this email address:

klapkashootingcup@gmail.com

